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3.00 pm Registration & Networking

4.00 pm Welcoming Remarks & Recognition Awards Ceremony

MEW 5   Edition Opening Ceremony
Venue: The Ritz Carlton Bahrain 
3.00 pm - 10.00 pm

4.30 pm Keynote: Entrepreneurship in Times of Change
Ingrid Vanderveldt - Chairman & CEO of EBW2020, First Entrepreneur in Residence for Dell Inc
Emeritus Member of United Nations Foundation's Global Entrepreneurs Council, Managing Partner of
Vanderveldt Global Investments Oprah's SuperSoul 100 Global Leaders

5.00 pm Announcement of the
"Winner of the Most Innovative App in Bahrain Competition"

5.15 pm Fireside Chat: The New Norm - Video Analytics & Facial Recognition 
Yasin AbouDaoud - Entrepreneur and CDO & GM MENA at Brinc.io
Dmitry Doshaniy - General Manager of NNTC Innovative Technology Company, UAE

5.45 pm Panel: "The Power of Customer Loyalty" an Entrepreneurial Quest
Powered by REPO
Saad Ahmad - Group CEO of RBW Group & REPO 
Ali Farooq - Partner and Director at RBW Group & REPO
Tausif Ahmad - CEO of RBW Group Dubai & Oman & REPO

6.30 pm Fireside Chat: "From the Ground Up" - Business Setup, Expansion & Diversification 
Mohamed Abdulaal - Founder of The Cheese-Maker WLL, A partner of Juice Lab, Athens
Founder of All Food for Food Stu�, Chairman & Co-Founder of Gourmet Food Express Company WLL 
Kyriako Zarkadas - CEO of Visit Bahrain, Founder of Arion Media, Founder of Solymar Beach 

Sunday 20 Oct

th



7.00 pm Panel: The Future of Sustainability in Bahrain - Powered by United Nations Bahrain
H.E. Amin El Sharkawi - United Nations Resident Coordinator & Representative of UN Secretary General to
the Kingdom of Bahrain 
Stefano Pettinato - Resident Representative a.i. of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
Dr Hashim S. Hussein - Head of United Nations Industrial Development Organization, Investment & Technology
Promotion O�ce (ITPO Bahrain), and Arab International Centre for Entrepreneurship & Investment (AICEI)
& Executive Director of World Entrepreneurs Investment Forum
Abdelmenam Mohamed - Regional Programme O�cer at the United Nations Environment Programme for West Asia 
Dr Hala Hatoum - Entrepreneurship Researcher & Advocate With a Focus on Female, Youth & Social Entrepreneurship
and a Faculty member at University of Bahrain. Ex-financial analyst and business counselor for UNIDO 

7.45 pm The Pitch: Busan Social Venture (BCCEI)
Sung Kikwang - Founder of Dot
Jung Sehyeon - Founder of Zim Carry
Kim Yubin - Founder of Kyeong Seong Technology
Cha Wanwoung - Founder of Marine Innovation
Yun Taejun - Founder of Tieut

8.30 pm Networking Dinner 

Sunday 20 Oct

Monday 21 Oct

4th ICT Innovation and Entrepreneurship Forum
Venue: University of Bahrain - Sakhir Campus
9.00 am - 1.00 pm
In partnership with University of Bahrain

BCCEI x TSF
Venue: The Startup Factory
10.00 am - 12.00 pm

Women as Leaders & Entrepreneurs: The Secret Sauce to Global Business Success
Venue: Four Seasons Hotel Bahrain Bay
5.00 pm - 8.30 pm
In partnership with Bahrain Entrepreneurship Organization



Tuesday 22 Oct

Wednesday 23 Oct

B2B Meetings and Ecosystem Tour
9.30 am - 4.30 pm

Panel Discussion: Mind The Gap - Driving Gender Equality in the Workplace
Venue: Brinc Batelco IoT Hub
5.00 pm - 7.00 pm
Panelists:
Sandra Knight - Co-Founder & COO of Hayatech
Shaikha Hessa bint Khalifa bin Ahmed Al-Khalifa - Director of Housing Policy & Strategic Planning at Ministry of Housing 
Ingrid Vanderveldt - Founder & CEO of Empowering a Billion Women by 2020
Yasin Aboudaoud - CDO Chief Development O�cer & GM MENA at Brinc.io
Sumaya Abdulla - Learning & Development Manager at Batelco
Moderator: Masooma Kadhem - Marketing & Coworking Coordinator at Brinc MENA

5th Youth Entrepreneurship Forum
Venue: United Nations House
6.30 pm - 9.00 pm
In partnership with Bahrain SME's Society and United Nations Bahrain

Panel Discussion: "Brands in Action" - How to Grow Your Brand
Venue: Nomad Urban Eatery 
7.00 - 9.00 pm
How to Grow Your Brand
Staying Consistent, Sustainable, Seasonal and Stylish
Panelists:
Kolja Koracak - Brand Director at UCI Professional Cycling Team Bahrain Merida 
Justin Kim - The Merchant House, Campbell Gray Hotels, General Manager
Mohamed Abdulaal - Founder of The Cheese-Maker WLL, A partner of Juice Lab, Athens, Founder of All Food for
Food Stu�
Chairman & Co-Founder of Gourmet Food Express Company WLL
Moderator - Alberto Pardo - F&B Director at ITICO Bahrain  

B2B Meetings and Ecosystem Tour
9.30 am - 12.30 pm



Wednesday 23 Oct

Thursday 24 Oct

Meet & Greet with Competition Finalists
Venue: Capital Club, Bahrain Financial Harbour
4.30 pm - 6.00 pm

ISACA Bahrain Chapter: A Fireside Chat with Self-made Entrepreneurs
Venue: Capital Club, Bahrain Financial Harbour
6.00 pm - 9.00 pm
In partnership with ISACA Bahrain Chapter & Capital Club

Workshop: Maximize Your Potential on Social Media
Venue: BIBF
6.30 pm - 8.30 pm
In partnership with Social Media Club Inc.
Registration by invitation only (info@smcbahrain.org)

How Entrepreneurs Can Use Technology to Empower a Billion Women
Venue: Regency Intercontinental Hotel
9.30 am - 11.30 am
In partnership with WCCI
A conversation about how technology can help women to create businesses, build opportunities and support
each other

Making the Impossible, Possible: Technology as the Great Equalizer and Enabler to Global Business Success
Venue: Four Seasons Hotel Bahrain Bay. Sky 1&2
12.30 pm - 2.30 pm
In partnership with AmCham 
Panel Discussion and Business Luncheon 

Workshop: Leading Through Tech Locally – The Intersection of Entrepreneurship and Empowerment
Venue: Marjan Space, Al Andalus Park
4.30 pm - 6.30 pm
In partnership with the Manama Hub of the Global Shapers

Panel: United Nations Day - We Care About The Blue Planet
Venue: Capital Club, Bahrain Financial Harbour
6.00 pm - 8.30 pm
In partnership with Clean Up Bahrain & Capital Club



Ingrid Vanderveldt

Ingrid Vanderveldt (iV) is the Chairman and CEO of Empowering a Billion Women by 2020 

(EBW2020) and MintHERTM. Previously, she was the first Entrepreneur-in-Residence 

(“EIR”) for Dell Inc. where she oversaw entrepreneurial initiatives worldwide helping to 

build a $250 million business segment and founded the $125M Dell Innovators Credit Fund, 

Dell Founders Club, and the Dell Center for Entrepreneurs during her 3-year term. 

iV is an Emeritus member of United Nations Foundation’s Global Entrepreneurs Council, is a 

Managing Partner of Vanderveldt Global Investments, founding organizer of the GLASS 

Forum (Global Leadership & Sustainable Success), and co-founder of The Billionaire Girls 

Club. She also created and hosted CNBC’s first original primetime series, “American Made,” 

reaching over 1M viewers around the globe and is a Dell Women’s Entrepreneur Network 

(DWEN) Member.  She is the 2018 Recipient of the Global Empowerment Award by the 

Global Business and Interfaith Peace Awards in partnership with the UN. 

iV has been featured on outlets including NBC, CNBC, FOX, ABC, USA Today, The Wall 

Street Journal, Forbes, Bloomberg, CNN Money, Fortune Magazine, Fast Company, Inc 

Magazine and Entrepreneur Magazine. In 2016 she was named one of Oprah’s SuperSoul 

100 Global Leaders.  She was ranked #1 Super Connector by Fast Company, is the recipient 

of the Forbes and Northwestern Mutual Global “Entrepreneur in Excellence Award” and was 

just named the 100th Champion Celebration for the HearStrong Foundation.  She holds a 

Masters in Architecture at the Savannah College of Art & Design and an MBA in Entrepre-

neurship from UT at Austin.



Yasin Aboudaoud is a Hong Kong born entrepreneur who has been in the 

global trading business for over 12 years. While co founding Ecico Group he 

has been able to implement projects and distribution to major companies 

from the Middle East, Europe and South America. Focused on project 

management Yasin has lead to develop premium hotels, residential 

compounds and amusement parks.

Yasin completed his undergrad degree at the University of Toronto in inter-

national development in 2004; he then made his way back to Asia. This gave 

him the global vision of A-Z solutions in market development and product 

distribution. His expertise in China in the last 10 years, has allowed him to 

connect people with products of every kind across the globe. 

The forefront of his successes, with technology as his passion and complete 

dedication as his drive, Yasin firmly believes that there is no market that can 

be untouched. Currently between the GCC, Hong Kong and China Yasin is 

very active in taking on more markets and building more products to pitch 

to the world. 

Yasin currently holds the position of CDO Chief Development O�cer & GM 

MENA at Brinc.io

Yasin Aboudaoud



Dmitry is a pioneer in the field of technology business & emerging IT trends 

as well as enterprise IT. His area of expertise includes, but is not limited to 

facial recognition and video analytics.

Over the past decade, Dmitry has held senior positions at GBM Oman, and 

IBM East Europe & Asia, where he achieved remarkable results. He has been 

active in various sectors such as banking, telecom, transportation, heavy 

industry, selected government initiatives and infrastructure solutions. He is 

currently the General Manager of NNTC, Innovative Technology Company, 

UAE. He is responsible for the company strategy and high-level go-to-mar-

ket activities, setting up strategic goals for the technical and marketing 

teams, defining and strengthening company brand and product in the 

market.

 Dmitry is a holder of Master’s degree at MPEI Technical University, Moscow 

& IBM Technical University, as well as various certificates from IBM, Cisco, 

EMC, etc.
Dmitry Doshaniy



Saad Ahmad, the founder and Group CEO of RBW, stands at the forefront of 

the financial technology services industry. After spending more than a 

decade working in sales and marketing for notable companies such as PwC, 

FP7, Standard Chartered Bank and leading startups, Saad knows what truly 

drives organizations.

RBW was awarded a mandate by Arab Financial Services, to work on a 

digital wallet based in Bahrain. The first mandate that Saad, and his team 

were responsible for leading was to acquire top merchants and customers 

across Bahrain. Today, bwallet is one of the most successful wallets in the 

region, with large merchant acceptance such as McDonald's, Hardee’s, Majid 

Al Futtaim, Costa Co�ee and others across over 3000 locations. 

At the turn of the year, RBW was awarded another mandate, this time to 

launch a wallet in the Sultanate of Oman, where in the previous six months, 

over 800 outlets have been acquired to accept payments via eFloos. Further-

more, RBW, has expanded into the U.A.E., working closely with large banks, 

providing cutting edge fintech solutions, while choosing Bahrain as it's 

headquarters.

RBW has gone from strength to strength, employing over 100 people, in 

sales, operations, information technology, machine learning, software devel-

opment and more. Today, Saad serves on the board for RBW Bahrain, Oman, 

U.A.E, BrykApp, Sand Media & Communications Co. and REPO Loyalty & 

Rewards.

Saad Ahmad



Ali Farooq has established himself as an entrepreneur leading the Fintech 

services space in the GCC. A lawyer by education, Ali saw an opportunity 

within the Fintech space and grew RBW Group into new territories and 

businesses. A partner at the fast growing startup, Ali leads the acquisition of 

over 4,500 merchant outlets in Bahrain and in Oman.

Ali Farooq



Tausif Ahmad is a co-founder of several IT solution companies in the Middle East 

since 1986, leading from inceptions to being the market leader in Data Communica-

tions, Telecommunications, Banking & Finance and FinTech.  

Embarked upon a successful sales career with leading regional and global organiza-

tions. Held Senior Sales roles within the Financial Sector, including, Tandem Comput-

ers, NCR, ACI Worldwide, Logica (CGI), First Data in the MEA region. 

Significant Electronics Payments Industry experiences across multiple disciplines 

with extensive and strong business and social network of key decision makers, 

influencers, and leaders across the GCC, Levant, Africa and Pakistan. Currently Tausif 

is a board member of two IT companies, and advisor to several start-ups and revenue 

generating companies. CEO and co-Founder of RBW Payment Services Provider and 

Director of RBW Fintech.

Tausif as well coaches organizations aligning sales goals with business strategy 

through active participation in corporate strategic planning, sales strategy, develop-

ment, forecasting, sales resource planning and budgeting. 

Tausif earned distinction from University of Glamorgan, Wales (New name – Universi-

ty of South Wales) on his thesis, “How to measure the perception of services quality 

for Islamic Banks”. He is a member of Kappa Mu Epsilon – Mathematics Honor 

Society, USA, and Phi Sigma Pi – National Honor Fraternity, USA. 

He holds a BSc of Computer Information Science/Mathematics, USA, and MBA from 

UK.

Tausif Ahmad



Mohamed Abdulaal is a successful Bahraini enterpreneur and a holder of vast experiences in 

business field. He is a hard worker and a risk taker with an entrepreneurial mindset. Mohamed 

had managed to establish his own company, All Food for Food Stu�, to become one of the 

leading establishment in Bahrain food supply industry Despite the competitive market and the 

well-rounded rivals, Mohamed managed to di�erentiate his establishment

which reflected on his business traits and skills.

As an ambitious and visionary entrepreneur, Mohamed is passionate about his career, seizing 

every opportunity that arises. Not only is he the founder of All Food for Food Stu�, but also the 

founder of the Cheese-Maker W.L.L  (a manufacturer of Italian premium cheeses), a partner of 

Juice Lab, Athens (a farm-owner company and a foodstu� expoter ), The Chairman &

Co-founder of Gourmet Foods Express Company W.L.L. 

Mohamed was able to lead and manage the collective of his companies to success through his 

leadership skills and strategic thinking. His accomplishment are reflected through his reputation 

in the market and business networks that he managed to build locally and internationally. As 

part of his strategic plans. Mohamed is planning to expand his network of operations to GCC 

markets as part of the growth strategy.

In 2017, Mohamed was awarded the “Bahrain Award for entrepreneurship” SME Category for the 

extraordinary performance and in 2019, he was awarded the “Mohamed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum 

Business Award” Business Excellence GCC category, making All Food for Food Stu� a true 

success story.

Mohamed Abdulaal



Born in Colombia, moved at an early age to London where he developed a 

passion for the hospitality industry while working for world famous brands  

like Jaime Oliver, Soho House among other well known British names and 

notorious chefs like Francesco Mazzei and restaurateur David Moore.

Alberto moved to Bahrain where he successfully developed and ran a new 

restaurant concept 5 years ago before joining the ITICO group which brands 

include Nomad Urban Eatery as it’s F&B Director where Alberto continue 

following his passion for the industry.

Alberto Pardo



A visionary. A pioneer. A driving force within the entrepreneurial industry in Bahrain. 

Kyriako Zarkadas is prominent figure in Bahrain as a the CEO of Visit Bahrain, which is widely recognized in 

the Kingdom as the leading DMC in charge of handling local and international tour groups and individuals, 

events, and MICE. He also serves as the founder of Arion Media, a full-service GCC-based digital media 

solutions agency in charge of elevating the social media and overall public image of their partners in Bahrain. 

Delving into the world of entrepreneurship from a very young age in the New York, United States, Kyriako 

Zarkadas worked within various industries before moving to Greece, and eventually launched Evermore 

Cruises, a Maritime Company, which was responsible for day-to-day operations. Kyriako spearheaded the 

company’s success as the President as he handled the development and strategy of the business. His success 

followed as his travels led to him to Bahrain, where his dream of putting the Kingdom of Bahrain on the map 

as the primary tourist destination came into fruition after 3 years of extensive research, hard work, and having 

a clear vision. As the business grew, so did Kyriako’s aspirations which lead the creation of Arion Media. Arion 

Media is aimed at driving the clients’ business to tantamount success using the best-in-class modern 

creatives, media planning, and distribution. 

The latest venture allows him to dive deeply in the shores of Bahrain as he launches Solymar Beach. “An 

inspiring seaside experience”, the latest beach destination brings together the exciting ambiance of the 

Greek islands and Ibiza, mixed with the welcoming nature of Bahrain, creating a premium destination for 

beach-goers, locals and visitors alike! From conception to fruition, Kyriako worked tirelessly to make, what 

once was only a dream, a stunning and picturesque reality. 

With more than 19 years of experience through various entrepreneurial ventures, Kyriako Zarkadas stands as 

an example of what can be achieved if dedication and belief is put into a dream.

Kyriako Zarkadas



H.E. Amin El Sharkawi is the Resident Coordinator of the United Nations.   He is also 

the representative of the UN Secretary General to the Kingdom of Bahrain.

Mr. El Sharkawi brings over 25 years of professional working experience within the 

UN system on institutional capacity building and reform, strategic planning, project 

management, results-based management, economic planning and energy issues and 

Sustainable Development Goals.  He worked with UN missions in di�erent countries.  

Mr. El Sharkawi has served as the Sustainable Development Adviser at the UNDP 

o�ce in Cairo, followed by Head of the Programme division in Damascus, Syria and 

subsequently Senior Programme Adviser in UNDP New York.  He then occupied the 

role of Deputy Country Director in Sudan, followed by Deputy Resident Representa-

tive and Acting Country Director in Libya. 

Mr. El Sharkawi brings with him a wealth of experience and a unique skillset cultivat-

ed throughout his extensive career in the areas of negotiation, mediation and 

management in addition to consensus, motivation and trust building.

Mr. El Sharkawi has worked with several governments, private sector entities, devel-

opment banks and donors as well as civil society organizations. Prior to his career 

with the UN, he worked in the United Kingdom for a private sector company.

H.E. El Sharkawi holds two master’s degrees; a Master of Business Administration 

degree from the Maastricht School of Management in Maastricht, the Netherlands and 

a Master of Science degree in Engineering from the University of Massachusetts, 

Amherst, Massachusetts, U.S.A. 

H.E. Amin El Sharkawi



Mr. Stefano Pettinato is currently the Resident Representative a.i. of the 

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) in the Kingdom of Bahrain.  

Before that, he served as UNDP Deputy Resident Representative in Bahrain 

in 2017 and 2018.  His career at UNDP included assignments as Deputy 

Resident Representative for El Salvador and Belize, Policy Adviser on Human 

Development at UNDP’s Regional Centre in Panama and Regional Bureau for 

LAC in New York, and Policy Adviser in UNDP’s Human Development Report 

O�ce.  He co-authored the 2003 and 2004 editions of the global Human 

Development Report.  Before joining UNDP, Mr. Pettinato worked at the 

Inter-American Development Bank, the World Bank, the United Nations 

Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, the Brookings 

Institution, the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, and SWIFT. He 

is co-author of the book “Happiness and Hardship: Opportunity and Insecuri-

ty in New Market Economies” with Carol Graham (Brookings Press, 2002) 

and has published several articles and book chapters on poverty, inequality, 

subjective well-being and social security reform.   Mr. Pettinato graduated 

summa cum laude in Development and Public Economics from the University 

of Florence and obtained a second Master’s Degree in International Econom-

ics from Johns Hopkins University.

Stefano Pettinato



Currently Dr. Hashim S. Hussein is the Head of the United Nations Industrial Development 

Organization, Investment and Technology Promotion O�ce in the Kingdom of Bahrain (ITPO 

Bahrain), and the Arab International Centre for Entrepreneurship and Investment (AICEI). He is 

also the Executive Director of the World Entrepreneurs Investment Forum, the Secretary 

General of the Maritime-Continental Silk Road Entrepreneurs Alliance, and the Elected Vice 

Chairman of the Maritime-Continental Silk Road Cities Alliance.

He has a rich experience in the field of Industrial Development, Investment and Technology 

Promotion, MSME development and Entrepreneurs for the past 30 years. He is a strong interna-

tional advocate for Women’s Economic Empowerment. Holds a PhD (Honors) in International 

Law from the Universite de Nantes, France; and obtained a Doctoral Research Programme from 

the University of Maryland at College Park, Centre for International Development and Conflict 

Management (CIDCM), Maryland, U.S.A in the year 1989. He has worked at various levels in 

di�erent countries like USA, Egypt, Sudan, Austria and the Kingdom of Bahrain.  

He joined UNIDO in 1991 as a Program O�cer eventually became the Head of UNIDO-ITPO in 

1996. Dr. Hussein is also the Director of the AICEI in which he played an instrumental role in its 

establishment in Bahrain in 2001. Through AICEI, he initiated and developed the Enterprise 

Development & Investment Promotion Program (EDIP) which is currently implemented in over 

52 countries from Uruguay, Africa, the MENA region and all the way to China. In addition, to 

that the AICEI has provided capacity building programs to 5,000 experts in the area of promot-

ing domestic and foreign investment, Entrepreneurship and MSMEs. 

Dr. Hashim S. Hussein



Over ten years of experience with the scientific and international organiza-

tions on strategic planning, sustainable development, policy analysis and 

environmental management. Five years with UNDP Libya as Environment 

Specialist, and two years with GIZ/EU in Libya as a Programme Manager. 

Currently, working as Regional Programme O�cer at the United Nations 

Environment Programme for West Asia. 

As UN Environment Regional Development Coordination O�cer, Mr. 

Mohamed serves as the primary UNEP focal point in the region on UN 

system-wide development work; keep abreast of, analyze and report on the 

latest developments in the region related to UN system-wide development 

work, identifying where an environmental dimension is most warranted; 

liaise with other relevant organizations, donors, etc.

Mr. Mohamed holds a doctorate degree in Natural Sciences from the Universi-

ty of Lüneburg /Germany, a Master of Engineering in Environmental Protec-

tion with special focus on renewable energies from the Nürtingen-Geislingen 

University of Applied Science/Germany and a BSc in Environmental Studies 

from University of Sebha/Libya

Abdelmenam Mohamed



Hala Hatoum is a researcher and advocate in the fields of entrepreneurship 

and leadership. She serves as a faculty member in the University of Bahrain 

since 2010, with research interests in entrepreneurship, female entrepreneur-

ship, youth entrepreneurship, social entrepreneurship, small business 

management, and gender and leadership studies. 

Prior to that, Hatoum worked as a financial analyst and business counselor 

for the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) in the 

Kingdom of Bahrain, and remains constantly involved in entrepreneurship 

building programs as a volunteer and mentor. Through her work and 

research, Hatoum continues to be actively engaged in encouraging the 

entrepreneurial aspirations of women, and she has participated in numerous 

conferences and programs to promote entrepreneurship as a career path to 

the youth. 

As a researcher, Hatoum is interested in investigating the contextual embed-

dedness of entrepreneurship in the Kingdom of Bahrain, exploring the 

impact of gender on entrepreneurship and how to best direct entrepreneur-

ial e�orts to advance an e�ective entrepreneurship ecosystem.

Dr Hala Hatoum



Dot opens new educational and practical opportunities for 285 million 

visually impaired people worldwide by producing a�ordable braille smart-

watches, braille assistive devices and other products. The company uses 

self-developed core technology that is smaller, lighter and cheaper, making 

braille devices that are more convenient and reasonably priced. “Making the 

world more accessible Dot by Dot.”

Sung Kikwang



Zim Carry is a luggage delivery service that stores traveler luggage and 

delivers it to any hotel in Busan, freeing travelers from the burden of carry-

ing their luggage prior to check-in. They also o�er a convenient hotel 

pick-up service that delivers bags to departure points. With branches at 

Busan Station and Gimhae International Airport, the company has recently 

developed IoT “smart” lockers and hopes to expand to Seoul.

Jung Sehyeon



Kyeong Seong Technology harnesses the power of the IoT to develop IT 

convergence systems designed for socially vulnerable groups. Products 

include an automated bus boarding and alighting solution for preschools and 

a smart excursion chaperone for preschoolers.

Kim Yubin



Marine Innovation is making the world a cleaner place by producing bioplas-

tics and paper substitutes using seaweed extract and byproducts. They make 

a range of biodegradable packaging products, including bioplastic grocery 

bags, bioplastic cups, egg cartons, disposable plates, and paper cups.

Cha Wanwoung



The woman’s healthcare company Tieut is improving women’s lives with the 

comfortable, high-capacity menstrual cup TieutCup and a pH-balanced 

feminine wash made with fig and mugwort, ingredients known as a natural 

antioxidant. Women in over 50 countries are currently using Tieut products.

Yun Taejun



Sandra Knight is Co-Founder and Chief Operating O�cer of Hayatech, a 

Bahrain-based, technology platform fostering an ecosystem around wellness 

with a mission to motivate healthy behavioral change.  Prior to launching 

Hayatech, Sandra established her career around wellness at Johns Hopkins 

Aramco Healthcare as healthcare software developer and instructional 

designer. Throughout her tenure with Johns Hopkins Healthcare Services, 

she served as the department Wellness Champion, empowering a speaker 

series regarding wellness in the workplace.   Motivated by a passion to 

activate wellness lifestyles, she subsequently initiated a community-driven 

enterprise in Bahrain called YogaUnion, growing a collective around Yoga, 

and connecting constituents with local wellness providers through healthy 

living workshops and mindfulness sessions.

Driven to promote women in business, Sandra served social and impact 

causes in the realm of training and education, working primarily to o�er 

courses and workshops to females wanting to refine their business communi-

cation skills. 

Sandra holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Finance from the University of 

Texas, Austin and Master of Arts degree from Northern Arizona University in 

English and Curriculum Development.

Sandra Knight



Hessa is the Director of Housing Policy and Strategic Planning. She plans 

housing policies and strategies, evaluates and reviews programs, projects 

and initiatives to make sure they are suitable and within the framework of 

general housing policy.

 

Hessa holds a Masters degree in Public policy from the university of Denver, 

and a Bachelors degree in Law from Applied Science University. 

Some of her previous posts include the Acting Director of Quality, Financial 

and Administrative Directorate, General Inspectorate at the Ministry of 

Interior and the National Programme O�cer (Analyst) and Financial Certify-

ing O�cer, Programme Unit at the United Nations Development Programme.
Shaikha Hessa

bint Khalifa bin Ahmed
Al-Khalifa



Sumaya Abdulla is a dynamic HR professional with more than 10 years of 

experience in the HR field majoring in learning and development. Her HR 

experience is highly influenced by the projects and initiatives accomplished 

across varied functions of HR. 

Sumaya’s career was established in the Oil & Gas industry to be further 

cultivated in the ICT sector involving a more dynamic HR role. She is current-

ly heading the Learning and Development department in Batelco and respon-

sible of upskilling and reskilling the sta�, in addition to nurturing young 

graduates to become the future digital age leaders for Bahrain. 

Her accomplishments include several research papers in the field of HR in 

areas related to leadership, performance management and others; such as 

‘The Influences of the Gulf Region in Leadership Practice’, and ‘The Evolution 

of Performance management Systems in an Agile Economy’. Sumaya is a 

member of several HR organizations on an International and national level 

such as CIPD, SHRM, and BSTD.
Sumaya Abdulla



Masooma Kadhem is a history graduate from the American University in 

Cairo. Currently serving in Brinc MENA in a dual coworking and marketing 

role, Masooma is passionate about social development, community engage-

ment, and youth inclusion. In partnership with the Rotary Club in Adliya, she 

supported the launch and development of local youth programs, 7ewar and 

Career Tasters.

She also participated in UNDP's Youth Leadership Program (YLP) from 

2018-2019. Masooma is a member of the Manama Hub of the Global Shapers 

Community.

Masooma Kadhem



Born and raised in Croatia, Kolja's love for traveling, sport and design took 

him to US where he earned a degree in Design. Kolja has more then 17 years 

of experience working in the biggest advertising agencies simultaneously 

excelling and learning about his biggest passion, Sports Design and Sports

Marketing. For the last 6 years he has been living in the Middle East.

Currently he serves as Brand Director at UCI professional cycling team 

Bahrain Merida where he is in charge of developing innovative and success-

ful brand platforms, working on the Team's marketing and brand strategy. 

Equally, he runs and is in charge of all the Team’s events and business oppor-

tunities in Bahrain.

Kolja Koracak



Justin Kim is an Australian hotelier who is currently managing Bahrain’s first 

luxury boutique hotel, The Merchant House, A Campbell Gray Hotel, in the 

heart of Manama. 

Previously he worked with renowned hotel chains such as the W and Banyan 

Tree. 

Kim has the passion for teaching and training in the field of hospitality and 

tourism as he taught in Universities in Sydney.

Justin Kim



Laura is a lawyer with more than ten years experience in London and the 

Middle East with expertise in conventional and Islamic banking products, 

contract negotiation and cross-border transactions. 

Laura joined JPMorgan in 2013, supporting the Corporate & Investment Bank 

in Europe, the Middle East and North Africa as part of the J.P. Morgan EMEA 

Lending/Loan and Trade Legal team. She became part of the Dubai Legal 

Team in 2014, covering the Middle East, North Africa, Turkey and Pakistan 

and is responsible for advising JPMorgan's businesses in connection with 

legal, regulatory and governance matters relating to the local franchise in 

the region. Laura advises on strategic initiatives and new businesses in the 

region, taking an active role in governance and risk committees as well as 

drafting transaction documentation.

Laura is also Chair of Women on the Move MENAT (“WOTM”), a Business 

Resource Group focused on the advancement of women at all levels across 

JPMorgan Chase and has recently been selected to Co-chair WOTM EMEA.

Prior to joining J.P. Morgan, Laura spent nearly five years at Cli�ord Chance, 

which included secondments to various financial institutions in Europe. Laura 

represented banks and financial institutions in connection with leveraged 

finance transactions, cross-border refinancings and structured finance trans-

actions.

Laura Barrett



Mary-Justine Todd is the founder and executive director of Women’s Crisis Care 

International (WCCI), the first and only domestic and sexual violence crisis response 

program in the Middle East. She is a co-founder and partner of WCCI Advisory, a 

gender diversity consultancy. She is a winner of Ernst and Young’s 2018 Middle East 

Winning Women Award for women entrepreneurs. She is a 2019 finalist in the Stevie 

Awards for women in business, for her non-profit organization, WCCI. She is the 

creator and designer of the WCCI Mobile App, which is currently in development, to 

scale up her humanitarian program operating out of Bahrain, making 24/7 Arabic and 

culturally sensitive crisis support services available to victims of gender-based 

violence for the first time ever throughout the Middle East. Her women’s empower-

ment work has been featured in The Hu�ngton Post, The Telegraph, Emirates 

Woman and TradeArabia, among many.

M-J is a former international humanitarian aid worker, specializing in gender-based 

violence for refugees and vulnerable populations.

M-J holds a Master’s Degree in International Public Health from New York University, 

as well as a Master’s Degree in International Studies, from University of Iowa.

Mary-Justine Todd



Founder and Chairwoman of BEO, Feryal, wears many di�erent hats. A wife and 

mother of three children, she has her Bachelor’s degree in Business Administration 

from the University of Bahrain and a Masters degree in Political Economics from 

Stanford University.

Feryal is the Vice Chairman of the ASEAN Business Council. She is a Board Member of 

the Bahraini Chapter of the Entrepreneurs Organization and a former Advisory Board 

Member for the Retail Sector at Tamkeen. In addition to these roles she is also a 

member of a joint committee between the Supreme Council for Women and the 

Bahrain Chamber of Commerce and Industry focusing on equal opportunities for 

women.

Feryal actively participates in Entrepreneurship, Women’s Empowerment and 

Business development conferences at a local, regional and international level. She is 

the recipient of the Masterclass Social Entrepreneur of the Year Award at the 8th 

Middle East Business Leaders Awards, in addition to being a Foundation awardee 

from the International Women’s Entrepreneurial Challenge.

She was formerly the President of the Bahrain Businesswomen’s Society and was also

previously involved in the capacity of Member of the National Initiative for Agricultur-

al Development in addition to being a former Member of the organizing committee of 

the Bahrain International Garden Show. Feryal was also on the National Committee 

for International Commerce.

Philanthropically, she is a Board of Trustees member of the Khairiya Charity Society 

and is the Head of the Women’s Committee. She is also actively involved in many 

other charitable organizations and societies.

Feryal Abdulla Nass



Eman Nooruddin is a psychotherapist, philanthropist, speaker, and entrepreneur. She 
has dedicated her life to helping and empowering people in the Kingdom of Bahrain 
and around the world. Whether it is her direct work with working with kids that are 
terminally ill (by founding Dreams Society), working with women that have been 
involved in domestic violence, human tra�cking or rape (providing therapeutic 
support and founded Women Crisis International), working with refugees in Europe 
(Building, equipping, and running shelters for unaccompanied refugee minors in 
Greece and doing therapy for Syrian and Iraqi refugees in Germany and to help them 
build their lives), and she also works with teenagers that are bullied or that want to 
commit suicide and helps them reevaluate their lives and find the power within 
themselves to be more productive and strong. She also works with many charities 
and goes around the world doing talks about empowerment and finding the resourc-
es within themselves to overcome whatever barrier they may face.

Eman is also a psychotherapist and counsellor, specializing in trauma, grief, chronic 
or terminal illnesses, bereavement, and anxiety. Her therapy creates a warm, support-
ive, and collaborative environment where clients can enhance their self-understand-
ing, maximize their strengths, and learn to achieve greater satisfaction in their 
personal and professional lives. She founded and opened her clinic, Insights Therapy, 
at the Financial Harbour with her managing partner Munira Al Shaikh.

Furthermore, Ms. Nooruddin is a partner in Capital Knowledge-Institute of Finance 
and is also involved in the design and delivery of various self-development courses, 
such as Stress Management, Service Excellence, Brain Training & Mind Mapping and 
Emotional Intelligence to various companies.

Ms. Nooruddin has also founded Breathe. Breathe is a social company that raises 
funds and awareness of di�erent charitable issues around the world. They make 
jewellery that promotes mental wellbeing through beautiful but powerful messages, 
quotes, and sayings. By wearing the jewellery every day, it will set as a reminder and 
encouragement. They also participate in many other projects that we feel will benefit 
and promote our social goals.

Eman Khalil Nooruddin



Recognised at the Mohammed Bin Rashid Awards for Young Business Leaders as the Best Arab
Start-up Business in the female category among other local and regional recognitions, Nada
Alawi grew up loving fashion and appreciating art. In 2011, Nada founded “ANNADA”, a luxury
lifestyle brand of that transforms art into fashion accessories and apparel with her sister Noor
Alawi in partnership with Middle Eastern artists.

Today, Bahrain based ANNADA brand with its products are sold widely across the GCC’s top
department stores such as Saks Fifth Avenue Middle-East, niche independent fashion stores,
museums, art galleries and the recently inaugurated ANNADA flagship store at Seef Mall. In
2016 Nada Received the female entrepreneurship seal from Her Majesty Princess Sabeeka for
her work in Annada and building this brand.

Nada began her career in a world very di�erent to fashion – the Oil and Gas industry in
Houston, Texas, where she had also studied and gained an MBA. She worked with a firm
specialising in oil drilling which stood her in good stead when she returned to the Gulf to start
her family’s business “OSHO Centre” in occupational health and safety. Her entrepreneurial
spirit helped the business win major contracts both in Bahrain and internationally.

Besides her life as an entrepreneur, Nada is a former board member at the Bahrain Economic
Development Board and prior to that she led a number of key roles, most notably as a board
member at Bahrain Bourse in addition to being the president of leading global NGO Rotary Club
Bahrain.

Nada Alawi




